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Abstract. Designing optical logic gate array needs to reduce thermal interactions between

pixels Heat diffusion between an active pixel and its neighbours is calculated using an original
method derived from the electrostatic image method Temperature variations are calculated as

a function of the distance from the pixel center The mean temperature rises of the various

pixels are estimated and thermal influence between adjacent pixels is determined

Rdsumd. Lors de la conception d'un rAseau de portes logiques optiques, il faut tenir compte

des interactions thermiques entre pixels La diffusion de la chaleur entre un
pixel actif et ses

voisins est calculAe par une m4thode originale d4riv4e de la m4thode des images en 41ectrosta-

tique Les variations de temp4rature en fonction de la distance par rapport au centre du pixel

sent calcul#es. L'#lAvation moyenne de tempArature des diff4rents pixels est estimAe et l'influence

thermique entre des pixels adjacents est ainsi dAterminAe

Introduction

Although thermal effects are generally considered as parasitics in electronic or optoelectronic
device operation, they have been widely used to demonstrate optical switching and to realize

opticallogic gate arrays for all-optical signal processing systems [1-8]. Heating induces changes
in the optical properties of active materials through refractive index variations, and this leads

to nonlinear behavior [9,10]
However, if several devices are set on a substrate to realize an array, heat diffusion has to be

reduced from one device to the other to avoid unwanted coupling between neighbour pixels.
Heat diffusion has been studied in an optical logic gate array in order to determine the

importance of coupling between two adjacent pixels and to design the array in such a way

that mutual influence between two pixels can be kept negligible. An original method derived

from the image method in electrostatic ill] has been used and is described in this paper. It is

applied to the design of a logic gate array on a silicon-on-sapphire substrate.
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Fig 1. Geometry of the logic gate array

1. Nonlinear Device Array

Optical logic gate array operation has been demonstrated on silicon-on-sapphire substrate [8].
The thicknesses of the sapphire substrate and of the epitaxial silicon film

are respectively

e~ub "
330 ~tm and e~j =

0 6 ~tm. Each pixel is delimited by etching the silicon film and has

a length of 350 /tm and a width equal to 20 /tm. Aluminium electrodes are deposited on each

side of the pixels. The elementary array consists in 3 x 6 optical gates (Fig. I).
The silicon film is used as an optical waveguide to enhance the electromagnetic field con-

finement and then to increase nonlinearities. Light is coupled in the waveguide through a

diffraction grating fabricated by holographic insolation of a photoresist and ion milling. The

period A
=

0.33 /tm is chosen in such a way that only the diffracted beams in the +I order

can propagate in the optical waveguide. A guided mode is excited if the incident beam fulfil

the resonance condition:

~~~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~~~

where pm is the propagation constant of the excited mode, 0m the incidence angle and ~

the light wavelength. Under linear regime conditions (low incident power), the resonance is

observed as a dip in the curve giving the transmission light intensity as a function of the

incidence angle.
When such device is illuminated with a wavelength ~

=
l.06 /tm from a Nd:Yag laser, light is

absorbed and electron-hole pairs are created. This induces in silicon a refractive index change
which is proportional to the excess carrier density and then to the absorbed optical power.

dn~
=

K~dN with K~
=

-9 x
10~~~ cm~ (2)

As silicon has an indirect band gap structure, electron-hole pair recombination is accompanied
by phonon emission and the temperature increase also induces variations of the refractive index:

dnT
=

KTdT with KT
=

+2A x
10~~ K~~. (3)

The net refractive index variation is:

dnsj
=

K~dN + KTdT. (4)
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of a pixel.

Under c-w- illumination, or illumination with pulses much longer than the carrier lifetime,
thermal effects are predominant. They can be further enhanced by Joule effect induced by
photocurrent if electrodes are deposited on each side of the waveguide.

The index variations lead to nonlinear behaviour and this is used to get optical switching.
If the incidence angle of the light beam is shifted with respect to resonance at low incident

power, the initial device transmission is high. As the optical intensity increases, absorption
leads to higher temperature and the refractive index variation compensates the initial shift

from resonance. Then the transmission switches to a low level.

When such elementary devices are set into an array, heat transfer between neighbour pixels
has to be minimized in order to avoid parasitic couplings So it is important to estimate heat

diffusion from one pixel to the neighbour ones.

2. Heat Diffusion from One Pixel

Let us consider a pixel represented in Figure 2. When an incident beam impingel
on it, the

illuminated region is heated by both optical absorption and Joule effect from the photocurrent,
and heat diffuses into the structure. Heat diffusion equation has to be solved in-the various

materials constituting the system under consideration, taking into account continuity relations

for the heat flow normal to the interfaces. Thermal conductivity is homogeneous m each

media. Under stationary operation conditions with respect to time, heat diffusion equation

can be written in the silicon layer as:

V~T
=

~~( ~'~~
(5)

where PQ ix, y, z) is the heating power sources by unit volume and Ksi the thermal conductivity
of silicon.

In the other media (sapphire, air, alummium)
no heat sources are present and V~T

=
0.
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Table1. Thicknesses and thermal condi~ctwities of the vanoi~s materials of the stri~cti~re

ilaterial Thickness Thermal conductivity

(/tm) (Wm~~ K~~)

Silicon 0.6 160

Aluminium 0.5 200

Sapphire 330 33

Air cc 2 4 x10~~

Partial derivative equations for heat diffusion are generally solved numerically using the

finite difference method This needs to define a mesh over the whole 3-dimensional structure

and is time consuming. It may be convenient to develop an approximate analytical method

which allows to reduce numerical calculations.

The method derived from the image method for electrostatic potential calculation ii Ii which

consists in calculating a double or triple integral, cannot be applied directly to the problem
under consideration as the silicon and aluminium layers are not continuous However, it can

lead to a good approximation if heat diffusion takes place mainly in the sapphire substrate and

can be neglected in the silicon and alummium layers.

In order to study this point, a simplified structure has been considered. consisting of a

heated strip of infinite length and width equal to the interelectrode distance (20 /tm). The

finite difference method has been used and a variable cell mesh has been defined over the

structure. The temperature is fixed to To on the back face of the sapphire substrate and the

temperature variations 1hT
=

T To are calculated. As the system is symmetrical, the axis

origin is fixed on the middle of the heated strip and calculation is only performed for the half

structure. The thicknesses and thermal conductivities of the various materials
are given in

Table I. The values of the thermal conductivities are those of bulk materials.

The temperature variations are calculated at the interface between silicon and sapphire
along the y direction perpendicular to the strip axis. Results are plotted m Figure 3 for

PQ
=

10 kW cm~~. Two cases are compared: either the calculation takes into account the

continuous silicon film and the aluminium electrodes (Fig. 3a),
or the aluminium and the

silicon underneath are replaced by- air (Fig. 3b). Beyond 40 /tm from the middle of the heated

strip, temperature variations along the y-axis are identical in the two cases- heat diffusion

in the silicon and aluminium layers is negligible Near the heated region (y < 40 /tm), the

calculated difference between the realistic structure and the approximate one is about 6.6%.

This value is probably overestimated as thermal conductivities of thin films may be lower than

bulk material values. Furthermore, the finite length of the pixel in the experiment induces heat

diffusion along the strip axis which also reduces this difference.

This calculation also showed that the temperature difference between the silicon film surface

and the sapphire /silicon interface is less than 0.3%. Heat diffusion across the thin silicon layer

can then be neglected.

So, within an accuracy of about 7%, the structure can be approximated by a very simple one

which consists of a sapphire substrate with heat sources distributed on its surface according
to pixel locations The image method can then be applie~
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Fig 3. Comparison of the temperature evolution calculated along the y-axis using finite difference

method: la) with a continuous silicon film and aluminium electrodes, (b) without aluminium electrodes

and silicon m the non-heated regions.

3. Thermal Influence Between Pixels

An elementary area dS is considered in a heated region of the sapphire surface, around a point
fiI(z, y) belonging to a pixel. The thermal influence from this elementary area to any other

point Nix', y')
on the sapphire surface induces a temperature change ~v.hich can be written as:

d[T(N) To) =
dAT(N)

=
CIA?, N)Ps(JI)dS (6)

where zhT(N) is the temperature rise at point NIX', y') with respect to the thermostat tem-

perature To and Ps Iii is the elementary heating power density at point &I(x, y). The factor

CIA?, N) characterizes the interaction between the two points and depends on their mutual

distance, on the thermal conductivity and on the position of the thermostat.

The temperature increase at Nix'. y')
is obtained by integrating over the whole heated

area
S:

1hT(N)
=

C(&I, N)Ps(&I)dS. (7)

The problem consists in calculating the interaction coefficient C(&I, N It is helpful to consider

that the integral is similar to the calculation of an electrostatic potential created by a charge
distribution. Correspondence between electrostatic and thermal quantities is given in Table II.

Referring to Table II, the temperature increase at Nix', y') induced by the elementary surface

dS around fiI(x, y) can be written as:

~~
47rrKs~ '

~~~

where
r is the distance between AI and N and K~~ the sapphire thermal conductivity. As the

thermal conductivity of air is 5 x
10~~ times smaller than the sapphire one, heat diffusion in

air is neglected.
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Table II. Correspondence between electrostatic and thermal qi~antities.

Electrostatic quantities Thermal quantities

potential l~ temperature T

permittivity s thermal conductivity K

surface-charge density
a

surface heating density Ps

electrical charge density p heating power density PQ

2Ps

-2Ps rl

AT=0

~ ~ air K=0
~~

Ps ~ ~~ 2Ps r

m

e~ sapph1reRj~ ~~
~

II / II / /~
0 AT=0

-2Ps

r2

2Ps

la) 16)

Fig 4. Heat sources distribution used in the image method

The temperature of the back face of the sapphire substrate is fixed by the thermostat and

equal to To (1hT
=

0) The problem is similar to the calculation of the potential difference

induced by an electrical charge set at point M in a half-plane in which a line has been set to

a fixed potential. The isothermal line corresponding to the rear face of the sapphire substrate

is considered as a mirror Mi and the system is imaged with respect to the front face of the

sapphire The image of the mirror Mi is a mirror M2 which must also fulfil the condition

1hT
=

0 The heating power density has then to be equal to 2Ps. Using the image method,
virtual images of M are

defined by reflection on mirrors Mi and M2 with heating densities

alternatively positive and negative (Fig. 4). The temperature variation at N(x', y') is obtained

by addition of the contributions of every images:

~~~~~~ 2~im
~ i

~ ~~' ~~~
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As N and AI are on the substrate surface, the distance between N and the i~~ image is

r)
=

r~ + (12e~~)~, esa being the sapphire substrate thickness. Equation (9) is then written:

~~~~~~ 2~isa
~

~ ~
jj

r2
~~esa

)2
~~ ~~~~

The interaction coefficient C(M, N) is equal to:

C(M,N)
= ~

( I
+

2f
~~~ ill)

~r sar
~~~

~/l + 412(esa /r)2

°° j_i)i
The function f(rlesa)

=
1 + 2 ~j characterizes the thermostat influence.

~_~

~/l + 412(e,a/r)2
The temperature change at any point N(x',y') is given by the integral over the heated area S:

1hT(N)
=

/ /
f ($) Psds.

27rKsa
S r esa

It is ~v.orth noting that for numerical calculations the fqnction here above can be approximated
by the analytical function g(fi)

=

exp(-a(fi)~) with a =
0.924 869 and b

=
1.183895 [13j

4. Results and Discussion

When a pixel is illuminated by the incident beam to excite a guided mode, even if the incident

light intensity is uniform over the pixel, the guided intensity is non-uniform along the propa-

gation direction. The guided light intensity exhibits a transient growth with a characteristic

length of the order of 30 /tm for the waveguide under consideration [12j. The absorbed power

increases in this region up to its maximum value which is obtained when the guided mode

reaches its stationary amplitude. In order to take into account these spatial transients, the

surface heating power density, for a resonant excitation of the mode with a low incident power,

is assumed to vary along the propagation direction x according to PS
=

PSO (I -e~~/~) where D

is the characteristic growth length ID
=

30 /tm). The maximum surface heating power density
PSO has been estimated from experimental measurements at the switching threshold [13j, for

an initial angular detumng of 0.30° from resonance, taking into account the optical absorbed

power and the power dissipated from Joule effect. PSO is equal to 3.2 kW cm~~.

The temperature distribution calculated at the silicon-sapphire interface is plotted in Fig-

ure 5. The mean temperature rise of the pixel is 24.4 ° C and the maximum temperature change,
around the pixel center, is 26 5 °C. The temperature variations in the symmetry planes of the

pixel are given more accurately in Figure 6. In the transverse direction, parallel to the y-axis,
the temperature changes are symmetrical on either side of the middle of the pixel (Fig. 6a).
This is not the case in the direction parallel to the x-axis (Fig. 6b), according to the guided
mode spatial transients as discussed before. So, near the edge of the pixel corresponding to

the beginning of the guided mode propagation, the temperature change is much lower than in

the middle of the active region and nonlinear effects are strongly reduced.

The thermal resistance of a pixel, defined as the ratio of the mean temperature rise to the

heating power is Rth
=

120 K W~~. This value can be used to estimate the mean temperature
variation for any value of the heating power density.
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Fig. 5. Temperature distribution around an active pixel
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Outside the pixel, the temperature decreases and the calculation allows to estimate the

miminum distance between t~v.o pixels to limit their thermal interaction. Considering the

nearest neighbours, the mean temperature of a non-heated pixel is calculated as a function

of its distance to the heated one. Along the z-direction, the mean temperature rise of a non

heated pixel is 0.80 ° C for a distance of 500 ~tm between the pixel centers, which corresponds to

3.3% of the temperature variation of the heated pixel Along the y-axis, a distance of 250 /tm
has been considered; the mean temperature rise is then 1.9 °C, which is 7.8% of the mean

temperature rise of the active pixel.

Assuming that one non-active pixel is surrounded by four heated pixel, excited at the switch-

ing threshold, and set at the distances previously mentioned, the maximum parasitic temper-

ature rise induced on the central pixel can be estimated by adding the contribution of every

heated pixels. This leads to 5 4 °C, which corresponds to 22.2% of the temperature increase

needed for switching. This is low enough to prevent the central pixel from switching unexpect-
edly.

Such calculations of the temperature distribution induced by an active pixel have been used

to design a logic gate array [8j

Conclusion

The image method, which is widely use to solve electrostatic problems, has been transposed to

study heat diffusion in a logic gate array. The temperature distribution has been calculated over

an active pixel surface and thermal interaction between neighbour pixels has been estimated.

This has been used to determine the minimum distance between pixels to insure that thermal

coupling do not affect the array operation.
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